Measurement of the kinetic rate constants for the adsorption of superspreading trisiloxanes to an air/aqueous interface and the relevance of these measurements to the mechanism of superspreading.
Super-spreading trisiloxane surfactants are a class of amphiphiles which consist of nonpolar trisiloxane headgroups ((CH3)3-Si-O)2-Si(CH3)(CH2)3-) and polar parts composed of between four and eight ethylene oxides (ethoxylates, -OCH2CH2-). Millimeter-sized aqueous drops of trisiloxane solutions at concentrations well above the critical aggregate concentration spread rapidly on very hydrophobic surfaces, completely wetting out at equilibrium. The wetting out can be understood as a consequence of the ability of the trisiloxanes at the advancing perimeter of the drop to adsorb at the air/aqueous and aqueous/hydrophobic solid interfaces and to reduce considerably the tensions of these interfaces, creating a positive spreading coefficient. The rapid spreading can be due to maintaining a positive spreading coefficient at the perimeter as the drop spreads. However, the air/aqueous and solid/aqueous interfaces at the perimeter are depleted of surfactant by interfacial expansion as the drop spreads. The spreading coefficient can remain positive if the rate of surfactant adsorption onto the solid and fluid surfaces from the spreading aqueous film at the perimeter exceeds the diluting effect due to the area expansion. This task is made more difficult by the fact that the reservoir of surfactant in the film is continually depleted by adsorption to the expanding interfaces. If the adsorption cannot keep pace with the area expansion at the perimeter, and the surface concentrations become reduced at the contact line, a negative spreading coefficient which retards the drop movement can develop. In this case, however, a Marangoni mechanism can account for the rapid spreading if the surface concentrations at the drop apex are assumed to remain high compared to the perimeter so that the drop is pulled out by the higher tension at the perimeter than at the apex. To maintain a high apex concentration, surfactant adsorption must exceed the rate of interfacial dilation at the apex due to the outward flow. This is conceivable because, unlike that at the contact line, the surfactant reservoir in the liquid at the drop center is not continually depleted by adsorption onto an expanding solid surface. In an effort to understand the rapid spreading, we measure the kinetic rate constants for adsorption of unaggregated trisiloxane surfactant from the sublayer to the air/aqueous surface. The kinetic rate of adsorption, computed assuming the bulk concentration of monomer to be uniform and undepleted, represents the fastest that surfactant monomer can adsorb onto the air/aqueous surface in the absence of direct adsorption of aggregates. The kinetic constants are obtained by measuring the dynamic tension relaxation as trisiloxanes adsorb onto a clean pendant bubble interface. We find that the rate of kinetic adsorption is only of the same order as the area expansion rates observed in superspreading, and therefore the unaggregated flux cannot maintain very high surface concentrations at the air/aqueous interface, either at the apex or at the perimeter. Hence in order to maintain either a positive spreading coefficient or a Marangoni gradient, the surfactant adsorptive flux needs to be augmented, and the direct adsorption of aggregates (which in the case of the trisiloxanes are bilayers and vesicles) is suggested as one possibility.